
GENERAL MANAGER
Bomjoux, Rio de Janeiro, BR  2017 - 2018 

Responsible for designing strategies and setting goals for
company's growth, supervising jewelry production,
controling budgets and optimizing expenses. Responsibilities
involved developing new collections alongside with
designers and suppliers, considering cost-effectiveness and
up-sale strategy.

EVENT TEAM MEMBER
Gingerline, London, UK  2019 - 2020 

Part of the team working accross Gingerline's world
performances and dining experiences, welcoming and
accomodating guests, promoting guidance and
assistance during the experience and ensuring that
their dietary requirements were safely attended.

EVENT COORDINATOR
International Olympic Committee Rio 2016, BR

Part of the event team responsible for delivering the
Olympic and Paralympic Games of Rio 2016, according
to the international committee requirements, target
audiences and objectives. Responsibilities involved
ensuring safety and brand guidelines  were being
attended, customer service, coordination of cultural
presentations agenda and general site's
communication.

Central Saint Martins, London, UK - 2019

Master in Innovation Management , in progress

University of Texas, US - 2018

Sociology of creativity & Academic English diploma

University Federal Fluminense, BR - 2017

Bachelor in Cultural Production

Intern. Univ. Language & Media, Milan, Italy - 2015

Multimedia Comm, Arts & Design, and Media

University of Siena, Siena, Italy - 2014

Marketing & Anthropologie

alessia.catani@gmail.com

+44 07394 122638

Skype: alessia.catani

Linkedin.com/in/alessia.catani

MARKETING & EVENT ASSISTANT 
Abbas Filmes, Rio de Janeiro, BR - 2015 - 2016

Responsible for developing, implementing and
analysing high quality digital marketing campaigns to
support and promote brand strategy, film productions
and the company's main project - "Gastronomia de Rua"
(Street Food) - including a film, book and a gastronomic
event for 10k attendees.

EVENT ASSISTANT 
Freelancer, 2013 - 2015

Part of a team responsible for day-to-day delivering of
agile and high-performance events, such as fashion
show, movie  festival and trade fair. Event coordination
end-to-end, leading promotional activities and
customer service.

With a strong accademic background,
international experience and being fortunate to
have been brought up trilingual; apart from
English, I speak native Portuguese, and Italian, I
believe I can be a valuable asset working with
diverse teams, global clients and international
projects.

I like to think that regardless of the role, one of
my main objectives will always be to boost 
 innovative thinking and practices while also
creating collaborative relationships with clients
and internal stakeholders. 

ALESSIA 
CATANI
INNOVATION MANAGER

UK STATUS

EU Passport; EU Settlement Scheme granted

EDUCATION

WORK EXPERIENCE

LANGUAGES

Portuguese - native;

English - fluent;

Italian - fluent;

Spanish - intermediate;

INTERESTS

Innovation industry;
Food and gastronomy strategic outsourcing;
Fashion and cultural events;

SKILLS

 

Teamwork oriented;
Creative strategies;
Multi-tasking;
Detail-oriented;

PROFILE

https://www.gingerline.co.uk/
https://abbasfilmes.com/

